Create immersive experiences.
Think about continuity, depth, and inspiring levels of brand connection

branding space. moving people.

with each person that moves through your space.
A one-dimensional approach is not enough.

Room ID signage serves a vital purpose. Custom wall covering can
create a big visual impression. A well-designed wall accessory can
even add a touch of sophistication. But alone, no one product affects
peoples’ emotions or changes their perceptions.

In our hands, brand and wayfinding
are dynamic allies with the power to
move people within the built environment.

True experiential power brings the products’ distinct

800.528.1398 takeform.net

strengths together to create an engaging visual experience
full of nuance and discovery. Immersive spaces succeed in
pulling people in, making them part of the creative space,
and drawing them into the brand.

Think beyond individual products.

We design our lines as synergistic means of expression that extend
your design vocabulary through a holistic experiential solution.

Concept to completion.

We manage the entire process for you. Design. Planning. Fabrication.
Installation. We help you realize your creative vision, manage the complexity,
and make it all a reality while simplifying your effort every step of the way.
04-2022

Brand, like personality, is a compelling
expression of character. An emotional experience.
By translating brand to space, we inspire connection.
Instill loyalty. Move people.
To us, wayfinding is empathetic.
Space as seen through the eyes of a visitor.
Confusion anticipated. Emotions understood.
Our wayfinding expertise welcomes guests.
Clarifies paths. Moves people.
Our focus is creating experiences.
Delivering complete solutions.
Moving people, emotionally and spatially,
through the power of branded space.
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When minimal is optimal

Lucid

Acoustic panels for
the visually minded

Scaling up expression

Recognition re-imagined

Applaud

Stylish partitioning wherever you need it

Adjoin

Coordinated accessories

Connect to exterior architecture

For your other front door

Signify

Transit

The parking garage often provides a visitor’s first experience
of an organization. Bright and vibrant, Transit makes a great
impression – every time.

Signify exterior signage deftly connects with the
surrounding architecture’s line and materials.
Plus, it delivers durability equal to its aesthetics.

Attend Patient Room Signs communicate precautions with
clarity, security, and style. Every detail is designed to benefit
patients and complement today’s healthcare spaces.

Patient Room Signs

Attend

Our wall accessories are designed to provide you with
the creative flexibility to connect with space and more fully
unite to the elements within it. Message boards, notice
holders, wall organizers, workstation nameplates,
and infection control stations – all complement your
space and brand.

Additions

Bring privacy partitioning with customizable aesthetics to
virtually any modular workstation system, bench-style desking,
or floor space – effortlessly.

Subtle-and-refined or bold-and-trendy,
with Ethos dimensional letters and
logos, there are more opportunities to
connect with space.

Inspired finishes

Ethos

Applaud delivers expressive recognition
displays. Any finish. Three elegant mounting
systems. Plus, Applaud saves time through
a streamlined design process.

Amplify custom-print wall coverings and
window films bring visual experience to a
new order of magnitude.

Larger than life canvas

Amplify

Moxie Graphic Panels add dramatic large-scale
graphics to any space. Specify as a single panel
or multiple panels tiled together for even
bigger impact.

Moxie

Oomph Sound-Absorbing Design Elements
provide noise mitigation, reduce unwanted visual
distraction, and provide a comfortable level of
protection – all with aesthetics that creatively
enhance your space.

Oomph

With glass-like clarity and understated satin
hardware, Lucid is designed to complement
premium spaces with unfussy elegance.

Vivid is image-intense signage capable
of conveying brand story in a more explicit
way than finishes alone.

It’s all about image

Vivid

Connect with Architecture

Created to be a true architectural element, Fusion
connects to the aesthetic of your space through
line and finish – and to brand with printed backers
and inserts.

Fusion

You scrutinize every detail of your design. Those discerning standards inspire us to design our award-winning
products with refined aesthetics and precision engineering. We rebel against the signage as afterthought mentality to
elevate environmental graphics to a meaningful architectural finish.
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